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ABSTRACT 
Introduction: Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) are a group of 
developmental disabilities characterized by impairments in social 
interaction and communication, and by restricted, repetitive, and 
stereotyped patterns of behavior.  Symptoms typically are apparent 
before age three years.  
Aim: To determine the prevalence of ASD amongst children along 
ethno-religious lines, where differences might point to potential 
trigger factors in its causation in a middle to high-income country.  
Methods: Diagnostic trends of ASD over the past 18 years were 
examined over a wide geographical area of central Israel, 
encompassing a database of 331,169 children, aged 3-18 years. 
Special importance was attached to statistics from different religious 
and ethno-cultural groups as potentially reflecting discrepancies in 
diagnosis, reporting, and possible environmentally- related factors in 
the presentation of a genetically determined  syndrome.  
Results: Overall prevalence was 0.005 (1/200 live births), well 
below figures from other similar studies abroad and in Israel. 
Prevalence figures for the ultra-orthodox Jewish community were low 
(0.0021), when compared with the general population and similar 
that among Israeli Arabs (0.0017). Time trends indicated a surge in 
diagnosis of ASD among Israeli Arabs between the years 2008 and 
2011, in contrast with a general flattening of figures for the orthodox 
community.  
Conclusions: Results indicated that besides discrepancies in diagnosis 
and reporting factors, there exists a possible relation between the 
actual expression of ASD, its genetic predisposition and 
socioeconomic/cultural status as impacting as part of the epigenetic 
factors in the causality of autism. Our prevalence rates are currently 
lower than those of ASD in Europe and the USA. 
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Introduction  
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a 
neurodevelopmental syndrome characterized and 
diagnosed by impairments in social communication 
and interaction in the presence of restricted, 
repetitive behaviors or interests.1 Population 
prevalence is estimated at ~1.5% in developed 
countries around the world.2,3  

Even though the full range of etiologies 
underlying ASD remains largely unexplained, 
progress has been made in the past decade in 
identifying some neurobiological and genetic 
underpinnings of, and risk factors for, this complex 
condition. ASD is highly heritable, but environmental 
factors are also implicated in ASD.4,5 Multiple lines 
of evidence suggest the etiology of ASD has 
prenatal origins, and thus, potential epigenetic  
causality.6 

The aim of our study was to determine 
whether the different socioeconomic and cultural 
environments in which mothers give birth and 
children are raised, as dictated by social 
prohibitions and attitudes inherent in religious or 
ethnic cultural lifestyles, have an impact on the 
causality of ASD. Of interest in these cultural 
differences are factors potentially impacting on the 
quality of the mother’s microenvironment during 
pregnancy and after the delivery: her physical and 
emotional health, socio-economic status, role in the 
home and in society and life style vis a vis her 
employment and education. 

We examined the prevalence and 
diagnostic trends over time of ASD in Israel, an 
international location, which straddles the definition 
of a middle to high income country, among three 
strikingly different pediatric population groups, 
divided along ethno-religious lines: 1) Israeli Arabs, 
both Moslem and Christian, (IA); 2) Ultra-orthodox 
Jews (UOJ) and 3) the general remaining 
population (GRP), i.e. mostly secular, or nominally 
observant Jews. Israeli Arabs and Ultra-orthodox 
Jews tend to hail from lower socioeconomic 
backgrounds. 

The highest recent international prevalence 
estimate was 2.64%, for 7–12 year- old children in 
South Korea in 2005–2009.7 Within the U.S., non-
white race, Hispanic ethnicity, and low 
socioeconomic status (SES) have been associated 
with lower ASD prevalence and delayed 
diagnosis3,8 In contrast, in other international 
locations, ASD diagnosis tends to correlate with 
factors related to lower, rather than higher SES as 
in the case of the Scandinavian countries.9 

The social and demographic characteristics 
of Israel present a unique opportunity to examine 
prevalence trends as a function of lifestyle along 
ethnic and religious lines. Communities tend to be 
homogeneous and mutually exclusive, mostly by 
choice, while being in close geographical proximity 
to each other, thereby eliminating differences in the 
ecological environment as possible trigger factors 
of ASD. 

A 2009 study reported that the annual 
incidence rate of Israeli children with a diagnosis of 
ASD receiving disability benefits rose from zero 
between 1982 and 1984 to 190 per million in 
2004 . It was not known whether these figures 
reflected true increases, or were related to other 
factors, such as changes in diagnostic measures.10,11 
Few of the epidemiological studies performed in 
Israel, a multiracial and multicultural society, have 
documented ASD prevalence along ethnic, cultural, 
religious and socioeconomic lines.11,12  

In previous reviews of demographically-
based prevalence trends of ASD among different 
ethnic, religious and immigrant groups in Israel, 
noticeable differences have often appeared, 
depending on locale and ethnic origin. In one study, 
the general native Israeli-born rates were 
compared with one distinctive ethnic group, i.e., 
Ethiopian Jews. The latter were in transition from 
immigrant status of Ethiopian-born parents, with the 
first generation of their children being born in 
Israel.12 Rates of ASD were considerably elevated 
among second generation Ethiopians born in Israel, 
as opposed to their first generation immigrant 
Ethiopian-born parents.  

 
Methods 
The method used to ascertain the prevalence of 
ASD in two large regions of the public health system 
was based on estimation of the period prevalence, 
as of April 2014. Our prevalence population survey 
screened a large sample of an entire community to 
identify possible cases, and, where feasible, 
evaluated each possible case in more detail, 
examining the medical history and diagnostic 
procedures performed in each case. Within the 
same survey, the prevalence among UOJ, IA and 
the GRP was examined, with similar methodology 
and survey instruments applied in a standard 
fashion, across the three major groups under study. 

It was possible to single out IA and UOJ 
from the GRP during the chart review process on the 
basis of residential data. However, such data did 
not permit absolute identification of an individual's 
ethnic or religious lifestyle, by inference. 

https://esmed.org/MRA/index.php/mra/article/view/2976
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Nevertheless, based on geographic distribution of 
different neighborhoods and municipal boundaries 
identified by the predominant religious and ethnic-
cultural groups residing therein, it was possible to 
make a fair assumption of data on an individual 
basis. Israel does not by law enforce cultural or 
religious separation. However, in general, 
population groups tend to congregate 
homogeneously in order to assure preservation and 
observance of religious and lifestyle customs. 

Health chart records of all children aged 0-
18 years, covered by the largest provider within 
the public health care system (accounting for 65% 
of the total population in the country), within two 
large geographical regions in the central area of 
the country (DPT and SS, i.e. regions 1 and 2), at a 
single point in time, were systematically and 
universally reviewed for at least one of the ASD 
diagnostic designations (ASD, autism, child (hood) 
autism, pervasive developmental disorder [PDD], 
and Asperger syndrome).  

Overall, we surveyed the charts of 
331,169 children, of whom 1,334 were identified 
as having one of the ASD diagnoses, as of April 
2014. The charts of the children from the two public 
health administrative regions were culled for 
additional information regarding gender, parental 
age at birth, and prevalence trends according to 
the year of diagnosis. Not all of these data were 
available, given that there was only partial access 
to some of the electronic charts, based on the 
vagaries of the as yet uncompleted task of 
combining the major components of the public 
health system under one reporting agency.  

 
Statistical analysis 
The data were analyzed using BMDP 
software.13.Continuous variables are expressed as 
means ± standard deviations. Pearson's chi-square 
test or Fisher’s exact test was used, as appropriate, 
for analysis of between-group differences in 
discrete variables. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
was used for continuous variables. A P value of 
=0.05 was considered significant.  
 
Results 
The prevalence figures for ASD of the general 
pediatric age group population (GRP) in the two 
regions were strikingly similar: 0.0053 for region 1 

(DPT), (1/189 live births) and 0.0049 for region 2 
(SS) (1/204 live births). 

However, significant differences appeared 
in the prevalence figures for the two distinct low SES 
minority groups: 1) The IA (Israeli Arabs) who differ 
from the GRP (General Remaining Population) in 
terms of culturally ethnic and religious lifestyle and 
practice; and 2) the UOJ (Ultra-Orthodox Jews), 
who differ primarily in terms of religious lifestyle 
and practice. The UOJ and the GRP tend to share 
similar cultural and ethnic customs. Prevalence of 
ASD was significantly higher for children raised in 
either Jewish secular, or nominally religious homes. 

Arab children, whether they are religious, 
or nominally secular, tended to have lower rates of 
ASD than secular or modern religious Jews (the GRP 
group of children), yet showed worrisome 
accelerated prevalence figures during the later 
years of the study, from 2010-2014. The 
distinctions between religious and nominally secular 
are harder to distinguish in the Arab community, as 
belief and practice do not always concur, nor are 
there geographical divisions in the Arab community, 
as exists between GRP versus UOJ, who tend to 
congregate in geographically sealed off 
communities, 

Prevalence figures for Israeli Arabs in 
region 1 (DPT) were 0.002 (1/438 live births) and 
0.0017 (1/594 live births) for region 2 (SS), both 
significantly lower than the GRP figures for both 
regions. The numbers analyzed were quite small: 20 
out of a total IA pool of 8,779 children between the 
ages of 0-17 for region 1, and 125 out of a same-
aged total IA pool of 74,229 for region 2. 

Ultra-orthodox Jewish children had low 
prevalence figures for ASD. Their geographical 
enclaves exist only in region 1 (DPT). Prevalence 
was 0.0021 (1/470 live births) (P<0.001) 
compared to the GRP prevalence figures for 
regions 1 and 2, (0.005) and comparable with the 
Israeli Arab figures of 0.0017 for their same region 
1 (Table1). 
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Table1: Prevalence of autistic spectrum disorders (ASD) according to birth data for two regions (DPT and 

SS) combined 

 Years 
1996 – 2003 

Years 
2004 - 2011 

 Total  
Population/ 
Prevalence 

 
Israeli  
Arabs (IA) 
 
 

    
N = 83,057/  
0.0017 

DPT 
Reg.1 

SS 
Reg.2 

Total 
n 

DPT 
Reg.1 

SS 
Reg.2 

Total 
n 

ASD 
n 

7 27 34 13 93 106 140 

Ultra-
Orthodox 
Jews 
(UOJ) 
 

35 - 35 30 - 30 65 N= 30,941/ 
0.0021 

General 
Remaining 
Population 
(GRP) 

177 233 410 314 340 654 1,064 N=214,171/ 
0.005 

        

 
Regarding the male: female distribution, 

figures were overwhelmingly similar for all ethnic 
and religious groups in regions 1 and 2, save for 
slightly more females in the Arab community in 

region 1 (Table 2). The average ages across 
regions and religious groups were 10.2 years for 
males and 10.7 years for females. 

 
Table 2. Population characteristics of our child cohort 

 Region 1 (DPT) Region 2 (SS) 

Israeli Arabs (IA) 
M:F ratio 

M 
2.3 

F 
1 

M 
5 

F 
1 

Average age (yrs) 10.5 9.0 7.2 6.8 

Med. Age (yrs) 10.4 8.8 6.0 5.0 

Paternal age at birth of child (yrs) 30.6 31.3  
 
 
 
 
No data 
Available 
 

Maternal age at birth of child (yrs) 27.5 17.5 

Ultra-Orthodox Jews (UOJ) 
M:F ratio 

5 1 

Average age (yrs) 11.1 13.1 

Med. Age (yrs) 11.8 13.5 

Paternal age at birth of child (yrs) 29.7 31.3 

Maternal age at birth of child (yrs) 28.4 28.0 

General Remaining Population (GRP) 
M:F ratio 

5.2 1 

Average age (yrs) 10.1 10.0 

Med. Age (yrs) 9.9 9.9 

Paternal age at birth of child (yrs) 34.7 36.2 

Maternal age at birth of child (yrs) 31.6 31.2 

 
Discussion 
The data on population trends in incidence and 
prevalence studies on ASD in Israel over time is of 
special importance, given the unstable and evolving 
population dynamics in the country including 
immigration and emigration, as well as increasingly 

westernized lifestyle and improved SES across the 
board among different sectors of the population 
who, from the start, differ widely in basic cultural 
and religious background. 

Results probably reflected a combination 
of factors relating to compliance in diagnosis, 

https://esmed.org/MRA/index.php/mra/article/view/2976
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reporting to public health authorities, or possible 
real differences in rates of prevalence and 
phenotypical expression of genetic predisposition 
for a variety of environmental factors along lines 
associated with lifestyle and behavioral 
prohibitions. In discussing the physical environmental 
factors, there are few differences between 
predominantly ultra-Orthodox cities and towns, and 
the rest of the country, which are often in close 
physical proximity. Arab neighborhoods are also in 
close geographic proximity to Jewish 
neighborhoods and towns, albeit delineated 
separately by municipal boundaries, for purposes 
of fostering environments hospitable to cultural and 
ethnic life style and customs. 

Rates among Arab and Ultra-Orthodox 
Jewish children tended to be about 50% less than 
those of the GRP. 

Previous studies have noted an increased 
incidence of ASD in birth cohorts between 1992 and 
2004. Our study confirmed a continuation of the 
increase in incidence for birth cohorts between 
2009 and 2014, i.e., beyond the period noted in 
previous studies. The increase for birth cohorts 
pertains to the GRP and the IA, but not to the UOJ. 
This particular study delineates figures for the 
pediatric age group, and not for the general 
population. 

In a discussion of differing incidence rates 
for ASD according to minority group affiliation (IA 
versus UOJ), previous investigators have noted that 
the incidence of diagnosed ASD in Israel is 
consistent with ASD incidence trends in other 
countries.13-19  

This increase is not a part of a general 
increase in childhood disability benefits given by 
the National Insurance Institute, i.e. Social Security, 
as its trends are dramatically distinct from other 
child disabilities. Among the GRP most of the 
increase occurred in birth cohorts between 1992 
and 2004 with little further rise thereafter. The UOJ 
demonstrated a less consistent time trend, and the 
IA population presented a dramatic increase much 
later in time (relative to the GRP), starting around 
the year 2002. This is the first report of which we 
are aware suggesting that the rising rates of ASD 
are leveling off, albeit this pertains to the GRP 
group only, and not to all the Israeli minority 
groups, especially among Arabs. 

Of special interest in Israel, due to the 
ethnic, religious and social issues characteristic of 
that society, are the 1) Differences in the numbers 
of ASD in the GRP (General Remaining Population, 
the IA (Israeli Arabs) and within the enclaves of the 

UOJ (Ultra-Orthodox Jewish) communities. The 
UOJ's rigid lifestyle is maintained through 
prohibitions and semi-isolationist dictates, based on 
common consensus within that community. There are 
no similar restrictions and prohibitions on personal 
lifestyle which are comparable to either the larger 
Jewish secular and nominally religious community, or 
to the Arab community as a whole, despite recent 
trends of Islamic religiosity or fundamentalism in 
select locales; 2) The roles played in the 
environmental-genetic interface by factors unique 
to Israeli society, such as consanguinity within the 
Arab community (estimated to be 5% for first 
degree relatives, and upwards of 25% for second 
and third degree 
marriages),20 and 3) Preponderance of the general 
population employed in the high-tech industry, 
almost universal exposure to the electronic 
communication network, and lifestyle restrictions in 
select locales and communities. These issues have 
yet to be delineated 

The discussion of “advantageous” or 
“protective” factors  from having ASD appear in the 
young child has bearing on interpretation of the 
demographic trends reported in this article as well 
as in others. In that sense the results here echo the 
findings among the Hispanic groups in the U.S, as 
opposed to the lower SES groups in Scandinavia, 
where perhaps factors more prevalent in that 
society, such as immigration, marginalization, family 
disruption and alcoholism might be at play 
affecting pregnant women. The accumulating 
evidence for such appears in the excellent discussion 
in the landmark epidemiological review by Lyall et 
al.21  

The importance of environmental factors, 
including the psychological and social milieu 
variables, remains an integral part of the discussion 
of both the epigenetic as well as genetic role in the 
expression of inheritable “candidate risk factors for 
ASD” through the mechanism of DNA 
methylation(DNAm)".22-26 

In Lyall et al.’s excellent review21 
emphasizes that increasing numbers of suboptimal 
conditions during pregnancy including immune 
dysregulation, inflammatory processes appear to 
place the particular pregnancy at increased risk of 
ASD and adverse developmental outcomes: 

Recent studies assessing biomarker-based 
evidence of differential immune function during 
etiologically relevant (i.e., prenatal or neonatal) 
windows have suggested increased ASD risk 
associated with altered levels of c-reactive protein 
(CRP)27,28 and other immune markers, including IFN-

https://esmed.org/MRA/index.php/mra/article/view/2976
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γ, IL-4 and IL-5,29 in maternal sera, with more 

conflicting results for levels of immune markers 
measured in newborn blood spots.30-32 
Methodological limitations in these studies suggest 
further work is needed to determine the importance 
of individual immune markers. 

Other prenatal and perinatal factors such 
as lower gestational age/preterm birth,33-37 as well 
as small- or large-size-for-gestation appear to 
independently increase risk of ASD,34,35 though 
these factors may also be markers or mediators of 
other pregnancy risks. Study results “also provide 
general support for increased ASD risk from 
maternal metabolic conditions (including gestational 
weight gain, diabetes, and hypertension) and 
potentially their interplay; these conditions influence 
mechanisms relevant to ASD (e.g., chronic 
inflammation, fetal hypoxia, oxidative stress, insulin  
resistance).38-41 

In discussing brain and developmental 
trajectories based on a variety of biological and 
environmental risk factors with potential benefits 
from targeted interventions another researcher has 
raised the possibility of prevention or, at least 
mitigation of the severity of symptoms of later 
ASD.42 

Despite sharing a lower incidence of ASD 
between them, as well as a lower SES, the IA and 
the UOJ communities nevertheless differ in the rates 
of ASD, to the detriment of the IA community. 
Understanding the deterioration in the statistics for 
Israeli Arabs over the past 18 years could 
contribute to our understanding of the dynamics at 
work with respect to risk for ASD in general, and 
perhaps save the UOJ community from the same 
fate as the Arab, as well as the General population 
in general: 

One of the noteworthy differences 
between the IA and the UOJ communities, despite 
commonality in attitudes towards aversion to 
stigmatization of the family for reasons of social 
standing and procreative reputation, vis a vis 
arranged marriages for other siblings in the family, 
lies in the SES gap between the two communities, to 
the detriment of the UOJ, despite both communities 
being associated with the low SES group, compared 
to the GRP. According to figures for 2014, the 
average household income for the IA was 20% 
higher than for the UOJ, where the average number 
of children was 6.0 vs 3.5 for Arab families.11   
Another possible environmental factor currently the 
subject of lively debate in the literature, which can 
differ along cultural-environmental lines, and may 
have a negative impact on later 

neurodevelopmental outcomes, specifically 
regarding cognitive, as well as behavioral and 
social communication abilities in the infant and 
young child as occur in autism, lies in exposure of 
the infant to heightened serum and transplacental 
cortisol levels, engendered by maternal stress 
during early pregnancy.43-48 

The few studies existing on this subject 
indicate radically different emotional coping 
patterns and attitudes among Orthodox Jewish 
women towards their pregnancy, compared with 
the general population, in the sense of spiritual 
fulfillment and degree of acceptance of pregnancy 
outcomes, possibly suggesting overall lower levels 
of stress during the period of uncertainty of the 
pregnancy as embodied in an ethos of pregnancy 
as a proclamation of faith: Ultra-Orthodox Jewish 
women navigating the uncertainty of pregnancy 
and prenatal diagnosis.49 The entrance of these 
women into the high tech work force may challenge 
this idyllic vision of pregnancy. 

Authors of a previous study revealed that 
they could not provide a definite answer regarding 
the factors that drive ASD incidence up so sharply. 
However, the distinct time trends among the 
different Israeli sub-populations do not seem 
compatible with changes in a country-wide 
environmental factor driving this increase. As UOJ 
(Ultra-Orthodox) and IA (Israeli Arabs) reside with 
the GRP in many “mixed” Israeli urban areas, it 
seems unlikely that these time trends would be 
generated mainly by such Israel-wide 
environmental exposures. A contribution from 
environmental factors would have to relate to 
exposures experienced separately, and with 
distinct temporal patterns, by the different groups. 
Expanding diagnostic criteria and diagnostic 
substitutions could possibly contribute to some of the 
rise in incidence. However, the medical community 
serving these populations is to a large degree, 
although not completely, overlapping. Thus, such 
changes may be expected to affect all the sub-
populations similarly, rather than with distinct 
temporal patterns as found in our study. Differences 
in awareness, access to the government benefit, the 
way the concept of ASD is perceived or accepted 
by the different groups, may be the most likely 
explanation of a major component of the rise in 
incidence rates. 

The IA population is an ethnic minority in 
Israel, and the UOJ population is a cultural minority 
that chooses to strictly maintain the Jewish religious 
law and distinguish themselves from modern life. 
Traditionally, mental disorders in these populations 

https://esmed.org/MRA/index.php/mra/article/view/2976
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may be stigmatized and, especially in the UOJ 
population, may also negatively affect other family 
members’ arranged marriage processes. The IA and 
UOJ populations also tend to have lower trust in 
state agencies, and may minimize their contact with 
government institutions. These factors may reduce 
ascertainment of ASD in those communities and their 
awareness of the relevant benefit. Conversely both 
UOJ and IA have, on average, much lower incomes, 
thus the disability benefit given for ASD 
(independently of income or other parameters) is of 
special importance to them. To the extent that 
differences in awareness or acceptance of ASD in 
the diverse Israeli sub-populations explain the 
differences in incidence time trends, would suggest 
health and welfare disparities, despite universal 
health and insurance coverage. This emphasizes the 
need to strengthen efforts to minimize disparities, to 
raise awareness and increase access to ASD 
diagnosis and services in the minority groups in 
Israel and in other countries. 

The current study is unique insofar as data 
was based not on National Institute records, but 
rather medical charts available through Israel's 
largest medical services provider (Clalit Health 
Services). Furthermore, the time period examined 
encompasses a wider span (18 years) than previous 
studies, albeit lacking comprehensive incidence 
data for half of the subjects examined, and was 
based primarily on prevalence data from one 
defined point in time (the time of the study itself). 

Limitations of the study reflect lack of data, 
vis a vis emigration and immigration driven factors 
impacting on the prevalence estimates. 

 
Conclusions 
Reported prevalence of ASD among the ultra-
Orthodox pediatric population is significantly less 
than among secular or nominally religious Jews, and 
the Arab minority, exposed to similar physical 
environmental factors. Protective factors in ultra-
orthodox life styles may be the key in 
understanding some of the trigger effects witnessed 
for ASD in other societies and communities. 

Therefore, to account for the differences 
observed, there needs to be an examination not 
only of attitudes towards registering for benefits 
based on what is still perceived as being a mental 
health disability, but also culturally driven 
environmental factors which may positively impact 
on consistent reports of lower incidence and 
prevalence for the UOJ. 

Similarly, the worrisome significant increase 
of reported ASD among the Arab community during 
recent years may also reflect accelerated negative 
cultural developments in that community, as IA show 
increasing gains in standards of living and cultural 
patterns similar to the GRP, this coming at the same 
time as increasing awareness of Muslim religious 
values and identity among segments of the Arab 
community. 

It seems that the primary divide between 
the GRP (General) and IA (Arab) groups together, 
versus the UOJ (Orthodox), where epidemiological 
prevalence trends for ASD are low and continue to 
exhibit lack-luster gains, lies in the lower income 
level for the latter and its significance for its 
associated lifestyle risk factors.  The lessons learned 
from ASD trends in three cultural sub-groups in a 
small country such as Israel, might contribute to 
future prevention efforts, as delineated in recent 
studies. 
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